A time-lapse seismic repeatability test using the P-Cable
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Abstract

Te P-Cable high-resolution 3D marine acquisition system
tows many short, closely separated streamers behind a small
source. It can provide 3D seismic data of very high temporal and
spatial resolution. Since the system is containerized and has small
dimensions, it can be deployed at short notice and relatively low
cost, making it attractive for time-lapse seismic reservoir monitoring. During acquisition of a 3D high-resolution survey in the
Gulf of Mexico in 2014, a pair of sail lines were repeated to form
a time-lapse seismic test. We processed these in 2019 to evaluate
their geometric and seismic repeatability. Geometric repetition
accuracy was excellent, with source repositioning errors below
10 m and bin-based receiver positioning errors below 6.25 m.
Seismic data comparisons showed normalized root-mean-square
diference values below 10% between 40 and 150 Hz. Refnements
to the acquisition system since 2014 are expected to further improve
repeatability of the low-frequency components. Residual energy
on 4D diference seismic data was low, and timing stability was
good. We conclude that the acquisition system is well suited
to time-lapse seismic surveying in areas where the reservoir and
time-lapse seismic signal can be adequately imaged by smallsource, short-ofset, low-fold data.

Introduction

In 2014, NCS Subsea acquired a 3D P-Cable survey in the
Gulf of Mexico. Toward the end of that survey, two nonadjacent
sail lines were reacquired as a time-lapse seismic repeatability
study. We reprocessed the data in 2019 to evaluate the method ’s
suitability for reservoir monitoring. Tis paper describes the
processing challenges encountered and documents the results that
were achieved. We expect this to be of value to those considering
the technology for time-lapse seismic surveying.

Data acquisition

Te 2014 3D survey was acquired in the Gulf of Mexico,
ofshore Louisiana, approximately 240 km south of New Orleans
as shown in Figure 1. Te water depth in this area is approximately 700 to 900 m. Two nonadjacent sail lines (59977 and
60217) were reacquired to create two repeated pairs (sequences
347 to 349). Te acquisition confguration is listed in Table 1,
and the general layout is shown in Figure 2. Te confguration
provided four-fold common midpoint (CMP) coverage with
3.125 × 6.25 m bin spacing.

Navigation and geometric repetition accuracy

We evaluated the navigation data accuracy by detailed directarrival time picking for every recorded trace. Source-to-detector
distances were generally accurate to less than 1 m. We found no
evidence of signifcant navigation inaccuracy between lines,
although our analysis was somewhat limited by the small data set.

Patented in 2003 (Planke and Berndt, 2003), the P-Cable
high-resolution 3D marine acquisition system was commercialized
in 2008. Its applications include nearsurface stratigraphy investigations
(Waage et al., 2018), geohazard analysis
(Brookshire et al., 2016), shallow hydrocarbon exploration (Garden et al., 2017),
and time-lapse seismic studies (Hatchell
et al., 2017; Waage et al., 2019). Te
technology can provide 3D seismic data
with higher temporal and spatial resolution than conventional marine streamer
seismic surveying (Garden et al., 2017).
Due to its small dimensions, it can operate safely in restricted areas. It is containerized so that vessels of opportunity
can be used, enabling deployment at
short notice and relatively low cost.
Tese are attractive features for a timelapse seismic reservoir monitoring
Figure 1. The location of the survey in the Gulf of Mexico, offshore Louisiana.
system (Hatchell et al., 2019).
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Accurate repetition of source and
receiver locations is crucial for acquiring
high-quality time-lapse seismic data
(Calvert, 2005). Figure 3 shows histograms of the inline and crossline source
repetition accuracy and crossline shotby-shot receiver repetition accuracy. Te
source locations are generally repeated
to within ±2 m in the inline direction,
which compares well with conventional
marine streamer acquisition. However,
the acquisition system acquires shots at
constant time intervals rather than at
desired x, y coordinates. If vessel speeds
difer signifcantly between lines, perhaps due to diferent current regimes,
the inline repetition accuracy may be
worse than encountered in this test. Te
crossline source repetition accuracy is
generally better than 10 m, which again
compares favorably with other acquisition methods.
Te short cables mean that feathering has a minor impact, and so the
receiver repetition accuracy for any
given pair of colocated shots was generally better than 15 m. For a given CMP
bin, the 12.5 m streamer separation
gives a maximum positioning error of
6.25 m. However, crosscurrents do tend
to move the entire spread in the
crossline direction relative to the
source, which may cause missing coverage when the source is steered along
the preplot line. Tis could be alleviated by using overlap acquisition (e.g.,
using 18 streamers to acquire a
16-streamer preplot) or by dynamically
steering the vessel in the crossline
direction to optimize coverage (at the
expense of a slight worsening of source
repetition accuracy).

Table 1. The acquisition parameters of the repeatability test lines.

Streamer parameters
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Number of streamers 18
Number of groups
per streamer

Streamer separation
(m)

12.5

16

Group spacing (m)

6.25

Streamer depth (m)

2

Streamer type

GeoEel Solid

Type

GI Harmonic

Number of guns

1

Depth (m)

3

Shot point interval
(m)

12.5

Geometrics CNT-2

Recording media

Hard Disk

Source parameters

Array volume (in3)

210

Instruments
Model

Low-cut flter

Pressure (psi)

N/A

Record length(s)
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Figure 2. The general acquisition layout.
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Figure 3. Histograms showing the (a) inline and (b) crossline source repetition accuracy and (c) crossline receiver repetition accuracy for colocated shots.
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Seismic data quality
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Te recorded data were badly con10
-59977
taminated by streamer noise related to
-60217
turbulence from the crosscable to which
8
the streamers were attached. More
I..c:
modern versions of this acquisition
Q.
system use noise-reduction fairings on
., 6
-.::,
...
.,
the crosscable to reduce this. Tis survey
E
relied on streamer ballasting and
~
4
drogues at the end of the streamers for
streamer depth control, which proved
inadequate in the presence of strong
2
1A
.•.
"' "'
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loop currents. Analyzing the seismic
Cable-uniquetrace number
data showed that the tail ends of the
outer cables ran consistently deep Figure 4. Line-averaged offset-variant cable depths estimated from seismic data for each of the four sequences
acquired. The two members of each line pair are drawn with thick and thin lines. We believe that the consistency,
(Figure 4), and the tail ends of all cables
in a line-averaged sense, of the estimated depths for cables 8–11 and 13–17 is genuine. However, accurate depth
tended to vary in depth along each line. estimation can be challenging for shallow streamer depths.
Frequently, the ends of the inner cables
ran close to the surface, causing amplivelocity feld, combining the results to create a single 3D zerotude wipeouts and poor signal-to-noise ratio. Te current version
ofset cube
of the acquisition system avoids these issues by using depth controllers at the front and back of each cable.
18) Apply 5 Hz low-cut flter
19) Execute 4D layer-parallel smoothing
Seismic data processing
20) Carry out local constrained cross equalization
We derived a comprehensive processing fow intended to 21) Perform global match fltering
address the data challenges and maximize time-lapse seismic 22) Apply time-variant band-pass fltering
repeatability. Te fow includes the following steps:
We believed it was unnecessary to perform tide height cor1) Reformat from feld data, timing delay correction, and naviga- rections as we would be time aligning the sail-line pairs indepention merge
dently. However, it would be important to apply these corrections
2) Apply trace edit and low-cut flter
to a full-scale project. No designature was applied, as modeled
3) Perform swell-noise attenuation and despike
signatures did not accurately represent the actual source bubble,
4) Estimate line-averaged streamer depths from seismic data
and the data sets were too small to allow robust estimation of
5) Compute and apply sail line-consistent trace-by-trace ampli- signatures from the data. Te source bubble energy contaminated
tude scalers from initially deghosted data
the sub-30 Hz frequency range, in which the signal-to-noise ratio
6) Derive and apply shot-by-shot time shifts to compensate was already poor, suggesting that compensating the bubble would
sea-surface elevation changes at the source
provide little beneft. However, analysis of the fnal data sets
7) Carry out incoherent noise attenuation
suggests that debubble would have improved repeatability at lower
8) Execute additional swell-noise attenuation
frequencies, and future processing should include this. No demul9) Perform cable jerk noise removal
tiple was applied, as the water-layer multiples arrived quite deep
10) Resample from 0.25 to 1 ms sample interval
in the recorded time range. A standard global 4D QC was per11) Apply 2D adaptive deghosting of source and receiver ghosts formed after each major processing step to ensure that repeatability
(Rickett et al., 2014) using the estimated depths as a starting was improving.
point for the inversion
Figure 5 shows octave band-pass flter panels for the near and
12) Derive and apply a second pass of sail line-consistent trace- far traces of cable 9 of sequence 348, computed close to the start
by-trace amplitude scalers
of the processing fow. Te signal-to-noise ratio is poor below
13) Apply ofset-variant CMP-by-CMP amplitude scalers to approximately 30 Hz, particularly on the near traces, illustrating
compensate for areas where the streamer tails ran shallow
why the processing fow placed so much emphasis on noise attenu14) Perform additional swell-noise attenuation with signal ation. Also visible on the far traces are the bands of weak data,
protection
where the tail end of the streamer rose toward the surface. Figure 6
15) Sort each sail line to four 3D cubes with 3.125 × 6.25 m cell size shows near- and far-trace amplitude spectra for a shot at the
16) Interpolate the 3D cubes to cell centers and constant ofset, location of a band of weak data. Te spectra are overlaid with the
and select the center 10 inlines to generate 56.25 m wide 3D spectra of far-feld signatures modeled with 2.5 m streamer depth
swaths of data
on the near trace and 0.5 m streamer depth on the far trace. Te
17) Two-dimensionally migrate each four-fold 3D inline indepen- data and modeled spectra match well. Note how the far-trace
dently using Kirchhof prestack time migration and a supplied amplitude between 50 and 250 Hz is reduced by approximately
V,·
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Figure 5. Octave band-pass flter panels for (a) near and (b) far traces from 150 contiguous shots of cable 9 of sequence 348.
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notches is clearly visible before
with source and receiver ghosts. The signature for the near trace was modeled with 2.5 m streamer depth, whereas
deghosting, and we see that deghosting
0.5 m was used for the far trace. A source depth of 2.5 m was used, based on the observed source ghost notch. The
data spectra are computed in a 1000 ms window, starting 50 ms above the water bottom.
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1.5 m swell documented during acquisition. Te corrections had a noticeable
12 dB relative to the near trace, consistent with the observed impact on repeatability at higher frequencies. Te joint decomweakness of the data. Note also the increase in low-frequency position approach that was used ensures consistency between
noise caused by the shallow tow depth. Figure 7 shows that the data sets, but requires that no reservoir-related timing
deghosting compensates the source ghost and, on the near trace, diferences between surveys are present in the analysis window.
the receiver ghost. It does not, however, manage to compensate Tis was not an issue for this data set, but real time-lapse seismic
the impact of the receiver ghost for the far trace. Tis is likely projects will require careful selection of analysis windows using
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knowledge of the reservoir location and possible compaction- migration — these would most likely be less obtrusive when better
related changes in the overburden.
focused by 3D migration. Water-layer multiples are not very
Te success of the timing corrections left relatively little work obvious on the 4D diference data. Tis is probably because the
for the local constrained cross equalization. Timing corrections speed of sound in the water column did not change much in the
were less than ±0.2 ms and amplitude
corrections were generally less than
Before deghosting
After deghosting
±0.5 dB. Similar comments apply to the
choice of analysis windows.
40

Results

ilO

Figure 9 shows an inline through
the fnal stack cube for sequence 348 (a
member of the pair for line 59977) and
the 4D diference data set (scaled by a
factor of four relative to the stack). Te
residual energy around primary events
on 4D diference data is quite low relative to that of the stacked data. Some
of the residuals are related to using 2D
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Figure 8. Line-averaged amplitude spectra computed from the near- and far-trace data (red and blue, respectively)
of cable 1 of sequence 347. The far end of this cable runs consistently deep, as shown in Figure 4. The spectra were
computed in a 1000 ms window, starting 50 ms above the water bottom.
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Figure 9. An inline from the fnal stack cube for (a) sequence 348 and (b) the 4D difference between sequences 348 and 350, gained by a factor of four relative to the
stack. Water-layer multiples are highlighted with arrows.
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short time period between acquisition of the two lines. Figure 10a
shows sample-by-sample normalized root-mean-square (NRMS)
diference (Kragh and Christie, 2002) overlaid on the stacked
data shown in Figure 9. Te very low values of NRMS diference
around the strongest events suggest that the data are well repeated,
and that background noise is the main source of nonrepeatability.
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Figure 11. Frequency-variant NRMS difference histograms for the two data sets,
computed in a 1000 ms window, starting 50 ms above the water bottom. Data
from the entire 3D cube were included in each analysis.

0-40
Amplitude ratio (dB)

Figure 10b shows sample-by-sample time shifts computed between
the two members of the line pair. Te timing is very stable down
to approximately 2000 ms. Te high NRMS levels and rather
variable time shifts at depth are perhaps unsurprising, given the
small source, small-ofset range, and low fold of the data.
Figure 11 shows that the NRMS diference is generally well
below 10% for frequencies between approximately 50 and 150 Hz.
Te repeatability becomes progressively worse above 150 Hz, even
though Figure 5 suggests that the best signal-to-noise ratio is
present between 130 and 250 Hz. It is probably unrealistic to
expect a low NRMS diference at these very high frequencies,
given the extreme acquisition and processing repeatability that
would be required to achieve this.
We see NRMS values between 10% and 20% below approximately 30 Hz, whereas well-repeated deep-tow marine-streamer
time-lapse seismic data sets typically exhibit NRMS values of
10% or less in this frequency band. Te higher values on this data
set are mainly due to poorer signal-to-noise ratio at these frequencies. Tere is some rapid variability in the NRMS trend at approximately 12 and 30 Hz that we suspect is related to the source bubble
energy that the processing fow did not attenuate. Overall, the
results are consistent with those presented by Hatchell et al. (2017).
Figure 12 shows 4D QC attribute maps for the fnal 3D cubes
of line 60217, computed after band limiting from 0 to 40 Hz and
from 40 to 140 Hz. Te NRMS diference values are approximately
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Figure 12. 4D QC attribute maps computed from the 3D stack cubes for line 60127 over (a) a 0 to 40 Hz frequency band and (b) a 40 to 140 Hz band. The analysis
window was 1000 ms long and started 50 ms above the water bottom. The 3D cubes are 10.2 km long and 56.25 m wide.
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12% in the 40 to 140 Hz band and greater than 20% in the lowerfrequency band. Te NRMS values are higher down the center
of the swath, as this is the area in which the shallower streamers
caused higher noise levels. Te time shift and amplitude ratio
values are close to zero in the 40 to 140 Hz band, largely because
the 4D corrections were computed in this window and over a
similar bandwidth. Te attributes are more variable in the 0 to
40 Hz band, suggesting that intersurvey variability at lower
frequencies has not been fully corrected. Te time shifts vary by
less than ±0.5 ms, which is insignifcant in this frequency band,
as evidenced by the lack of correlation between features on the
time shift and NRMS diference maps. Te amplitude ratio
variations, although generally less than ±1 dB, do have some
impact on the seismic repeatability in this band, as seen on the
NRMS diference map and when visually inspecting the 4D
diference seismic data. Te variations correlate with areas where
variable crosscurrents have moved one member of the pair relative
to the other in the crossline direction, so that a given CMP bin
compares data from diferent cables. Tis suggests that, while the
processing fow has successfully normalized data for a given cable
from one member of the sail-line pair to the next, it has not
completely matched the impact of difering tow depths on data
from diferent cables in this frequency band.
Figure 13 shows octave flter panels produced from the fnal
stack for sequence 348 and the associated 4D diference (scaled
by a factor of four). Te seismic processing fow has clearly extracted
signal from underneath the noise in the lower-frequency bands.
But, we see evidence of instability (small segments of coherent
high-amplitude residuals) in these bands, consistent with the
observations from Figure 12. Tis would hamper identifcation
of 4D signal in these frequency bands, depending on the magnitude
and spatial coherency of the signal. Te better streamer depth
control expected from the upgraded acquisition system should
alleviate these issues.

low-frequency content. Te limited energy available from the
small source should also be considered.
Te short streamers preclude analysis of time-lapse amplitude
changes with ofset. Tis may be a signifcant issue for felds where
the time-lapse refectivity changes are most obvious at higher
refection angles. Time-lapse acoustic impedance inversion will
probably need to make more use of low-frequency a-priori information than if more conventional acquisition techniques were used.
Seismic data processing will generally rely on seismic velocities
from preexisting data acquired with longer ofset ranges.
Nevertheless, the technique seems well suited to time-lapse
seismic reservoir monitoring in areas where the reservoir is shallow
(less than 1 or 2 km) relative to the water bottom. Hatchell et al.
(2019) show reservoir monitoring examples from the Gulf of
Mexico, and similar opportunities most likely exist ofshore West
Africa and ofshore Brazil. Te method also has potential for
monitoring shallow hazards and CO2 storage.

Discussion

Data associated with this research are confdential and cannot
be released.

Superfcially, the 4D diferences and 4D QC attributes from
this test compare favorably with those expected from conventional marine streamer acquisition. But, there are some important diferences.
In regions where the depth interval between the water bottom
and reservoir is large, the usable frequency range at reservoir level
tends to be limited by absorption of high-frequency energy in the
overburden. In addition, high-frequency shot-generated of-line
scattered noise and water-layer multiples of this scattered noise
interfere with the signal at reservoir level. In some Norwegian
Sea reservoirs, little usable energy above approximately 40 Hz is
present. Even with the upgrades to the acquisition system, and
perhaps by towing the source and streamers deeper than was done
here, the signal-to-noise ratio in the 0–30 Hz band at depths of
2 km or more below water bottom is unlikely to match that of a
deep-tow, long-ofset, high-fold broadband marine streamer or
ocean-bottom seismic survey. Feasibility studies should carefully
evaluate the impact of absorption, noise, multiples, and any
time-lapse signal tuning efects related to the potential lack of
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Conclusions

P-Cable acquisition can provide high-quality time-lapse
seismic information in areas where the reservoir can be adequately
imaged by small-source, short-ofset, low-fold data. Its relatively
low cost, fexibility, and safety in restricted areas makes it an
attractive option for frequent reservoir monitoring. Refnements
to the hardware and operational procedures made since these tests
were acquired are expected to further improve the results
shown here.
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